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(review) katia chirkova language, volume 77, number 3, september 2001, pp. 635-636 (review) published by
linguistic society of america time and tense - spotlorado - 2 that a past-tense sentence like (1a) locates the
cab ride prior to the time of speech, but do past-tense state predications, as in (1b), localize the situations that
they denote in a time, tense and aspect in nonstandard english: an overview - tenses, past, as in she
walked to work, and present (or ‘non-past’), as in she walks to work . clearly, there is no one-to-one
correspondence between time and the gram- tesol quarterly, vol. 26, no. 3, autumn 1992 l2 tense and
... - tesol quarterly, vol. 26, no. 3, autumn 1992 l2 tense and time reference eli hinkel the ohio state university
the meaning and forms of tenses are complex and often difficult tense, aspect and mood in swahili lingfil.uu - for instance, the aspectual perfective is often associated with the temporal past. when dealing with
when dealing with basic and extended meanings of tam markers, it is helpful to be observant of the diachronic
tense and aspect in the era of competence-based english ... - is “a deictic category of grammar […]
whose primary function is to mark sequences of events in direct or indirect relation to a temporal zero-point
which is the moment of speech event.” both lyons and fleischman consider the temporal zero-point (moment
of speech) as the past time reference in a language with optional tense - past time reference in a
language with optional tense 251 paper. examples taken from texts are presented with contextual information
about the plot at the time when the example appears. the acquisition of the english tense and aspect
system by ... - this paper focuses on the acquisition of the english tense and aspect system by german adult
learners, with the primary aim to reveal to what extend it is possible to achieve competence in the field of
tense and aspect of english as a second language. "john alfred clement mapanje: on the interpretation
of ... - aspectua]. time schemata have affinities with those assumed by philosophers and linguists like vendler
(1957), kenny (1963), dowty (1977, 1979) and others for the classification type shifting in construction
grammar: an integrated ... - gest that aspectual sensitivity is not merely a property of formally di¤erentiated past tenses, as in french and latin, but a general property of tense constructions, including the english
... the grammaticalization of tense and aspect 160310 - uva - the grammaticalization of tense and
aspect kees hengeveld amsterdam center for language and communication university of amsterdam abstract
this chapter discusses grammaticalization paths in the field of tense and aspect from the perspective of a
layered, hierarchical approach to grammatical categories, more specifically the theory of functional discourse
grammar. particular attention is paid ... tense and aspect in english - uw faculty web server - that the
time(s) at which ’ is true \surround(s)" the times at which prog ’ is true. however, as other linguists such as
vlach (1981) and abusch (1985) demonstrate, it is quite di–cult to determine the set of inertia worlds. the
aspectual system of singapore english and the systemic ... - the aspectual system of singapore english
and the systemic substratist explanation1 bao zhiming department of english language and literature, national
university of singapore (received 23 april 2003; revised 13 december 2004) singapore english is a contact
language with a constant linguistic substratum and superstratum. it lends itself to an interesting case study on
how linguistic neologisms ... the relation between tense and aspect: the emergence of ... - (past,
present); in a language like pe, t plays a more important role as a grammatical functional category, rather than
merely signifying the semantic distinctions of time. that is, the t system of pe is not restricted to indicating
semantic distinctions of time
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